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● Future is a time that is yet to come. Future is next minute, next 

hour, month, year and everything that comes after that.

● I don’t think the world will change much in the next few years, 

maybe not even ten years, but I like to imagine what the world 

would look like in 50 or even a 100 years.

World in 50 years



Cars in  50 years

● I dreamt about flying cars since I was little and I still believe 

one day we will have them. Since the technology is constantly 

developing, it’s not impossible.



Vehicles in 50 years

● Also, except the flying cars, I think we will have a lot other interesting 

vehicles that we can only dream about now. I think there won’t be 

any vehicles on ground, buses would be replaced with cable cars, 

trains would be above the ground and everyone will have jetpacks.



Schools in 50 years

● I think schools will be so much different in the future. Students would 

use computers and phones instead of notebooks, everyone would 

have flying chairs with their own desk that appears only when you 

need it and teachers would be robots.



Buildings in 50 years

● I don’t think there will be much houses left in the 

future, but I don’t think we will have regular buildings 

either. I think most of the buildings will be very tall, 

with glass walls and without doors, so you can get to 

your apartment only by using the cable car or 

walking over a bridge. Also everyone would have

jetpacks and we would use them to get           

wherever we need to.





Buildings in 50 years

I think inside of the buildings would be just as modern as the 

outside, if not even more modern. All of the rooms would be 

really white and bright because the sun would shine through 

the glass walls, there would be flying chairs, robots who serve 

you, even trains or cars in bigger buildings so you can get to 

other parts of the building faster. 
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